LEGENDARY AUDIO WITH POLYCOM VVX X50 SERIES OBI EDITION

The OBi Edition is packaged with the VVX hardware design to deliver a best-in-class solution that maximizes overall sound quality and productivity. Leveraging over 20 years of leadership in communications technology, Polycom HD Voice delivers over twice the clarity of ordinary phone calls for life-like, vibrant conversations. Polycom Acoustic Fence keeps business conversations free from extraneous noises and distractions by dramatically improving the most important component of the VVX experience—voice clarity.

EASY TO USE WITH ERGONOMIC AND INTUITIVE DESIGN

Empower collaboration without much effort with ergonomic hardware design with intuitive user interface. From the color display which delivers an engaging experience with visual information at a glance to the USB port(s) and RJ9 headset support with electronic hook switch and the adjustable base height the VVX x50 Series OBi Edition desk phones help teams move faster from day one.

ACTIVATE AND MANAGE PHONES EASY AND FAST

With Polycom VVX X50 OBi Edition, the first partner desktop phones certified for Google Voice for G Suite, your organization can be set up to work better together quickly. Google Voice is using Polycom Device Management Services for Service Providers (PDMS-SP) API as part of the device onboarding protocol, making it simple to assign desk phones to Google Voice users.

SUPPORTED MODELS FOR GOOGLE VOICE
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GOOGLE VOICE USERS CAN ALSO CONSIDER POLY’S VOYAGER 5200 UC BLUETOOTH HEADSET SYSTEM, OR OTHER HEADSETS AND SPEAKERPHONES TO POWER THEIR COLLABORATION ON MOBILE AND DESKTOP APPLICATIONS.

VISIT [WWW.POLYCOM.COM/GOOGLE](http://WWW.POLYCOM.COM/GOOGLE) FOR MORE INFORMATION.